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As a home automation platform, Yale’s
smart systems allows homeowners to
gain a centralized control over household
appliances, lighting system and digital door
locks for enhanced security, comfort, and
energy efficiency.

Take control of your environment and
security with Yale’s new generation control
panel series.

All models support ZigBee Home
Automation 1.2 profile and are compatible
with ZigBee sensors and accessories
such as Power Metering Switch, Power
Switch, and Dimmer Switch from other
manufacturers under this profile to perform
home automation and energy monitoring
functions.

An integrated and comprehensive system, the Yale
wireless alarms bring control of security and home
environments to the smartphone or web browser.
With one touch, secure the perimeter, activate
appliances or check in on your premises or unlock a door
from a world away.
Various home automation rules and conditions can
be controlled and activated according to your needs
or preferences. Moreover, the wireless temperature
sensor/room sensor can be used to activate heaters/air
conditioning systems automatically when temperature
reaches or drops below a pre-set value.
This extended functionality becomes the perfect
platform to reduce your energy bills while making your
home secure and comfortable.

“ It started as my alarm,
now it also activates
indoor lights based on
motion detection, just
by adding a couple of
wireless modules.”

“ If this condition, then that action; any
input device or condition can activate
a preset sequence of outputs.”
Any input or condition can be set up to activate any output,
and with a capacity for 40 enrolled devices that makes the
Yale platform vast and versatile.
Lighting Control
Choose the most comfortable lighting setting for the perfect atmosphere;
choose the right time to turn the light on for comfort, or to warn and prevent
burglars from intruding the premises.

Comfort
The temperature sensor can be used to activate cooling systems in response to
temperature deviation from the preset optimum temperature. Whether it is too
hot, or too cold, appliances can be setup to adjust according to your comfort.

Save Energy
Arm
App & browser remote arming

Images
View saved images & video

Home
Perimeter arming for peace of mind

Log
View event log

Disarm
Alarm Status indicator

IP Cam
View IP camera stream

Controller
Adjust device and system settings

Users
Adjust settings per user

Control
Control enrolled devices

Lock
Activate Lockwood digital deadbolt

With Yale’s wireless power switches any power point can be controlled and
energy use measured. The temperature sensor’s power monitoring function
can also graphically display to you the power usage to help manage your
energy usage.

Images are representative only. Some models may vary.

visual verification

wireless

Working with PIR video cameras, PIR cameras, and
IP cameras, Yale’s wireless alarm series are able to
provide rapid visual verification.

No longer do installers need to go to great
lengths to hide cables for stylish homes or
to find a way to that hard-to-reach location.

When an alarm is triggered, a 10-second video clip/3 alarm images
will be sent to users and the CMS. The WiFi/LAN IP Camera will also
record a 40-sec alarm clip covering 30-sec pre-alarm and 10 sec postalarm periods during an alarm.

On larger sites thousands of dollars in cable and labour
is saved using Yale Pro’s long range RF devices with a
factory spec range of 2 kilometres!

Immediate visual reports allow users and the CMS to visually verify
whether the alarm is real or false, improving response times and
saving money on unnecessary call outs.
PIR camera models offer remote look-in feature that allows users to
request a photo or a video clip to be sent to their smartphones.
Stay connected with what’s most important in life.

Wireless is the new black !
New home owners can save thousands of dollars in precabling costs and take the guesswork out of the process
by using Yale wireless security and automation devices.
Better yet, existing homes can be easily and efficiently
updated using the Yale controllers and adding devices as
the need arises; Secure today, Play tomorrow…

specialty devices
“ I love that I receive an email from my
Yale controller showing me images of the
postie leaving my package at the door.”

Outdoor PIR with Camera
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Waterproof housing for outdoor applications
High-quality colour VGA/QVGA alarm images
Four pet immunity levels
Ideal for equipment yards and building sites

WiFi / LAN Camera

Verified low profile PIR
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This sleek and discrete PIR provides image
verification and motion detection without
impacting even the most discerning décor.

Setup in 1 minute
HD Video Quality with event pre-record
Remote look-ins & live video via smartphone, tablet or PC
Can be set up to send video alerts to the user

Yale Temperature & Humidity Sensor

Verified pet-friendly PIR
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As much as we love pet selfies, we also want our
security system to be focused on other matters.
These pet-tolerant PIRs know the difference
between cat companions and cat burglars.
or

Information displayed on LCD and via App
Temperature history available via browser
Use to activate devices based on temperature presets

Wireless Digital Deadbolt

Verified external PIR
Prevention is better than cure. Protect your
perimeter by activating outputs before a break
in occurs or utilise the camera to identify a visitor
and grant access from anywhere in the world.

Measures the room temperature / humidity

No cables were required to obtain this image
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One touch locking
Weather resistant keypad
Key override for emergencies
View and change lock status remotely

PIR (Pet tolerant)
Item 22121

Outdoor PIR
Item 22119

360 PIR
Item 22118

Standard
controller

Smoke
Detector
Item 22145

Panic
button
Item 22140

Door Contact
(Magnet not shown)
Item 22115

Residential
devices

MRS Contact
with Ext input
Item 22117

Wireless
range (m)

Item 22105

ZigBee
devices are
compatible
with both
Standard and
Professional
controllers

Siren &
Strobe
Item 22135

Siren
Cover
Item 22150

2-Way Siren
(white)
Item 22134

PIR with Std
Camera
Item 22110

PIR with Video
Camera
Item 22111

PIR (Pet) with
Video Camera
Item 22112

Internal Siren
Item 22139

PIR (Pet) with
Std Camera
Item 22113

Remote Siren
Trigger
Item 22138

Outdoor PIR with
Std Camera
Item 22114

Keypad
Item 22130

1.3MP Wifi &
LAN Camera
Item 22165

2-Way Remote
Keypad
Item 22129

Remote
Item 22125

ZigBee /WiFi
devices

IR Extender
Item 22158

Wireless
range (m)
Temperature &
Humidity Sensor
Item 22155

PIR (Pet tolerant)
Item 22122

240V Relay, Repeater
& Energy Meter
Item 22161RM

Dual Voltage
Dry Contact
Item 22162

Outdoor PIR
Item 22123

GPO Switch, Repeater
& Energy Meter
Item 22160RM

Water Sensor
Item 22157

360 PIR
Item 22124

Smoke Sensor
Item 22146

Carbon Monoxide
Detector
Item 22156

MRS Contact
with Ext input
Item 22116

Bi-directional
LCD Keypad
Item 22132

Panic
Button
Item 22141

Professional
controller
Item 22106

Siren & Strobe
Item 22136

Additional
Internal Siren
Item 22142

Remote Siren
Trigger
Item 22143

Keypad
Item 22131

Bi-directional
Keypad
Item 22133

30

Lockwood Wireless
Digital Deadbolt
Item LEDDBWSCYLSIL

Professional
devices
Wireless
range (m)

Siren & Strobe
(square)
Item 22137
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2000

Remote
Item 22126

Standard features

Multi-platform
control

Automation
scene processing

Exclusive
to Yale Pro

Wireless
CCTV

Remote door
lock activation

GPO switch
easy install

Wirelessly control
3rd party devices

Connect 3rd party
wired inputs

ZigBee
control

Part arming
(eg. at night time)

Manage
power usage

Easy-to-use
admin

Global control
access

Local intelligence /
Cloud storage

All batteries
included

Enhanced
jamming detection

Extra secure rolling
code transmission

The Yale Pro utilises 433-F1
wireless delivering recordbreaking 2km communication
range and superb reliability.
This extensive RF coverage
allows the installer to set up
the alarm system on large or
complicated premises with
great flexibility.

For added security and
versatility the Yale Pro
has the added ability to
communicate via 3G or
GPRS.

Multiple selectable reporting paths. Configurable per user.

GSM

Ethernet

Set-Up Requirement:
For use in home with broadband connection. Homes
with a router required with one free wired network port.
SmartPhone Compatibility:
iOS 4.3 and above. Android 2.2 and above.
Internet connection required.

GPRS

Email

SMS

The SmartPhone feature requires our central server.
Yale offers no guarantee on the availability of our
server. Yale offers the server free for 3 years, after
which point the service may be chargeable. We
would contact individual users via email should this
situation change.
Alarm event is notified by email, push notification
event and SMS message. We offer 20 free SMS
messages per account, after which additional SMS
messages would be chargeable.

www.security-merchants.com
1300 663 904

